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Background: Identifying key variables such as disorders within the clinical narratives in electronic health
records has wide-ranging applications within clinical practice and biomedical research. Previous research
has demonstrated reduced performance of disorder named entity recognition (NER) and normalization
(or grounding) in clinical narratives than in biomedical publications. In this work, we aim to identify
the cause for this performance difference and introduce general solutions.
Methods: We use closure properties to compare the richness of the vocabulary in clinical narrative text to
biomedical publications. We approach both disorder NER and normalization using machine learning
methodologies. Our NER methodology is based on linear-chain conditional random ﬁelds with a rich fea-
ture approach, and we introduce several improvements to enhance the lexical knowledge of the NER sys-
tem. Our normalization method – never previously applied to clinical data – uses pairwise learning to
rank to automatically learn term variation directly from the training data.
Results: We ﬁnd that while the size of the overall vocabulary is similar between clinical narrative and
biomedical publications, clinical narrative uses a richer terminology to describe disorders than publica-
tions. We apply our system, DNorm-C, to locate disorder mentions and in the clinical narratives from the
recent ShARe/CLEF eHealth Task. For NER (strict span-only), our system achieves precision = 0.797,
recall = 0.713, f-score = 0.753. For the normalization task (strict span + concept) it achieves preci-
sion = 0.712, recall = 0.637, f-score = 0.672. The improvements described in this article increase the
NER f-score by 0.039 and the normalization f-score by 0.036. We also describe a high recall version of
the NER, which increases the normalization recall to as high as 0.744, albeit with reduced precision.
Discussion: We perform an error analysis, demonstrating that NER errors outnumber normalization
errors by more than 4-to-1. Abbreviations and acronyms are found to be frequent causes of error, in
addition to the mentions the annotators were not able to identify within the scope of the controlled
vocabulary.
Conclusion: Disorder mentions in text from clinical narratives use a rich vocabulary that results in high
term variation, which we believe to be one of the primary causes of reduced performance in clinical nar-
rative. We show that pairwise learning to rank offers high performance in this context, and introduce sev-
eral lexical enhancements – generalizable to other clinical NER tasks – that improve the ability of the NER
system to handle this variation. DNorm-C is a high performing, open source system for disorders in clin-
ical text, and a promising step toward NER and normalization methods that are trainable to a wide vari-
ety of domains and entities. (DNorm-C is open source software, and is available with a trained model at
the DNorm demonstration website: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/CBBresearch/Lu/Demo/tmTools/
#DNorm.)
Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creative-
commons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
The application of clinical natural language processing to the
clinical narratives in electronic health records has the potential
to make a signiﬁcant impact in many aspects of healthcare and
biomedical research. Recent work has demonstrated this potential
at the point of care (such as with clinical decision support [1,2]), for
She had a Crohn ﬂare with symptoms of bowel obstrucon 
that typically resolves with rehydraon.
fl l str c  
C0021843: Intesnal obstrucon 
C0010346: Crohn disease 
Fig. 1. Example of normalization in clinical text, showing two disorder mentions,
with their respective spans and SNOMED-CT concept identiﬁers.
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biosurveillance [4]), and in biomedical research (e.g. cohort identi-
ﬁcation [5,6], identifying novel potential clinical associations [7,8]
or pharmacovigilance [9,10]).
A common task in clinical natural language processing is the
identiﬁcation of key clinical variables mentioned in the text, such
as disorders or treatments. This subtask includes both locating
mentions of key entities (named entity recognition) and identify-
ing mentions found (normalization) with respect to a controlled
vocabulary such as SNOMED-CT [11]. An example sentence from
a clinical narrative, together with annotations for disorder men-
tions and their respective concepts can be seen in Fig. 1. The results
of these subtasks are then used by downstream components to
provide the higher level processing required by the end task, mak-
ing the result highly dependent on the quality of the normalization
results obtained.
While clinical natural language processing has been an area of
increasing attention, progress still trails the general and biomedi-
cal domains [12]. While this is partially due to the relative scarcity
of clinical narrative corpora due to privacy concerns, it is also par-
tially due to the additional difﬁculties encountered in clinical nar-
rative text. Biomedical text is written to communicate research
results to a wide audience and is edited for clarity. Clinical narra-
tive text, on the other hand, is written by health care professionals
to communicate the status and history of a single patient to other
health care professionals or themselves. These notes record the
reason the patient was seen (i.e. the chief complaint), document
treatments given, the ﬁndings of any tests administered, and other
information needed to make informed decisions regarding care for
a single patient. Typical notes include progress notes documenting
treatment provided, consult reports communicating the results of
diagnostic tests, and discharge summaries recording the entire
course of a hospital stay. As these notes each have different pur-
poses, they are highly heterogeneous in their content and level of
detail. Moreover their format is typically unstructured, resulting
in a wide variety of ad-hoc structural components.
We illustrate many of the problems clinical narrative text pre-
sents for natural language processing with examples in Table 1.
In general, systems which process clinical narratives cannot expect
the clear structure and communication common in published text.
Instead, clinical narrative is prepared under considerable time
pressure, using a combination of ad-hoc formatting, eliding words
which could be inferred from context, and with liberal use of par-
enthetical expressions, jargon and acronyms to increase the infor-
mation density.
In this article, we approach the task of normalization of key
entities in clinical narrative using disorders as a case study.
While disease normalization in biomedical publications is a difﬁ-
cult task due to the wide variety of naming patterns for diseases,
ambiguity, and term variation, the idiosyncrasies of clinical text
cause additional difﬁculties. Disorder normalization in clinical text
has been previously attempted using both lexical and rule-based
techniques [13–17]. In this line of research, the task has often been
to identify diagnoses, as in ICD-9 coding [18], or only a speciﬁc sub-
set of problems [19]. In this study, we instead describe a system to
identify and normalize all disorders mentioned in a clinical narra-
tive. We employ DNorm, a machine learning method for learning
the similarity between mentions and concept names from a spec-
iﬁed controlled vocabulary directly from training data. Previous
work with DNorm demonstrated state-of-the-art performance in
biomedical publications [20]. Our participation in the recent
ShARe/CLEF eHealth shared task resulted in the highest normaliza-
tion performance of any participant [3], but also demonstrated per-
formance signiﬁcantly reduced compared to biomedical
publications. In this manuscript we demonstrate that that the
vocabulary used to describe disorders in clinical text is richer thanin publications – and hence more difﬁcult to model – while the
variability in overall language use is similar (see Methods
Section). We use this insight to make improvements to the named
entity recognition component to handle the richer disorder
vocabulary.2. Related work
Natural language processing of clinical text has a long history,
going back to the Linguistic String Project–Medical Language
Processor (LSP–MLP) project in 1986 [21]. The ﬁeld was thoroughly
surveyed by Meystre et al. [22] in 2008.
A recurring theme is the scarcity of annotated corpora, or data-
sets which can be used to develop and evaluate natural language
processing systems [12]. One consequence of the relative lack of
annotated data is a longstanding emphasis on knowledge intensive
approaches. For example, two of the most widely used tools
(MetaMap [23,24] and MedLEE [25]) both emphasize a hybrid of
natural language processing and lexical approaches using the
UMLS Metathesaurus, rather than machine learning methods
trained directly on clinical text. MetaMap, created by the
National Library of Medicine, has been successfully applied to clin-
ical narratives for a wide variety of purposes, including biosurveil-
lance [4], cohort identiﬁcation [5], and to ﬁnd potentially novel
clinical associations [7]. MedLEE has also been applied to clinical
text for a wide variety of purposes, including pharmacovigilance
[9], SNOMED-CT coding [25], and determining comorbidities [26].
The ﬁeld has moved forward in large part due to the efforts of
several groups to provide annotated data through the context of
a shared task. The 2007 Medical NLP challenge involved assigning
ICD-9 codes to radiology reports [18]. The 2010 i2b2 obesity chal-
lenge consisted of predicting the status of obesity and 15 related
comorbidities, requiring participants to determine whether the
disorders were mentioned [19]. This dataset was recently used
by Tang et al. [27] to compare several techniques for named entity
recognition of disorders in hospital discharge summaries. The 2012
i2b2 challenge required the identiﬁcation of clinically signiﬁcant
events (including clinical problems) and their temporal relation-
ships [28].
One recent shared task speciﬁcally assessed the state-of-the-art
on automatic disorder recognition in clinical narrative text. This
task, called ShARe/CLEF eHealth Task 1 [3], required participants
to locate the span of all disorders mentioned in the clinical narra-
tive (Task 1a) – the task of named entity recognition (NER) – and
normalize (or ground) the mention to a concept within the
Disorder semantic group of the controlled vocabulary
SNOMED-CT (Task 1b).
A notable trend that can be seen in the shared tasks is a shift in
from lexical and natural language processing based techniques for
(NER) to techniques based primarily on machine learning. In the
2010 i2b2 challenge, for example, the highest-performing systems
used a lexical approach, while in the 2012 challenge, the
highest-performing systems were hybrids employing machine
learning for NER and rule-based approaches for normalization (or
grounding). Most methods for automatic normalization of diseases
Table 1
Illustrative examples of common challenges in processing text from clinical narratives.
Category Detail Example
Flexible
formatting
Variable formatting semantics  Section header: ‘‘Admitting Diagnosis: SPLENOMEGALIA’’
 Inseparable phrase: ‘‘Neuro: nonfocal’’
Structure without sentences  ‘‘Height: (in) 75 Weight (lb): 245 BSA (m2): 2.39 m2 BP (mm Hg): 92/52 HR (bpm): 120’’
 ‘‘Digoxin 250 mcg Tablet Sig: One (1) Tablet PO DAILY (Daily).’’
Missing punctuation  Commas: ‘‘no m/r/g b/l coarse rhonchi w/assoc upper airway sounds.’’
 Periods: ‘‘Well appearing male in no acute distress Chest is clear No hernias’’
Parenthetical expressions  ‘‘Severe AS (AoVA < 0.8cm2).’’
 ‘‘Mild (1+) aortic regurgitation is seen.’’
Atypical
grammar
Missing expected words  Verb: ‘‘No pneumothorax.’’
 Object: ‘‘Lopressor beta blockade was given.’’
 Articles: ‘‘Ultrasound showed no evidence of [a] pseudoaneurysm.’’
Unusual part-of-speech
combinations
 Adjective without noun modiﬁed: ‘‘Head, eyes, ears, nose, and throat examination revealed normocephalic
and atraumatic.’’
Rich
descriptions
Variety of textual subjects  Patient: ‘‘Awake, alert and oriented times three.’’
 Anatomy: ‘‘The left atrium is mildly dilated.’’
 Test or procedure: ‘‘Suboptimal image quality - poor echo windows.’’
 Family: ‘‘mother had CABG grandmother had CAD’’
Variety of communication styles  Diagnosis: ‘‘He was also tachycardic’’
 Evidence: ‘‘He had a ﬁngerstick of 142.’’
Language speciﬁc to medical
context
 Jargon: ‘‘septic picture likely aspiration pneumonia secondary to dobhoff placement.’’
 Ad-hoc abbreviations: ‘‘His iron studies, LDH/Bili/Hapto, B12/Folate were normal.’’
 Acronyms: ‘‘recent tension PTX at OSH’’
Misspellings  ‘‘Mitral stenosis is not present and deﬁnate [sic] mitral regurgitation is not seen.’’
 ‘‘s/p gsw now with fevers r/o abcess [sic]’’
 ‘‘Sclarea [sic] anicteric.’’
 ‘‘ventilator dependent respiratoy [sic] failure’’
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methods and/or heuristic rules [13–17].
We recently introduced a novel machine learning framework
for normalization called DNorm [20], which showed
state-of-the-art performance on the NCBI Disease Corpus, which
is comprised of the abstracts of biomedical publications [29,30].
This framework uses pairwise learning-to-rank to directly learn a
similarity function between mentions found in narrative text and
terms from a controlled vocabulary. Since the method is used with
machine learning methods for NER – such as conditional random
ﬁelds with a rich feature set – it provides an adaptable system that
is quickly trainable to speciﬁc needs. While our participation in the
ShARe/CLEF eHealth Tasks 1a and 1b [31] resulted in the highest
normalization performance of any participant, it also demon-
strated that the performance of NER and normalization in the clin-
ical domain is signiﬁcantly lower than in biomedical publications.
In this article we identify reduced NER performance due to
increased term variation as the primary cause for this performance
difference, and introduce several improvements that are generaliz-
able to other clinical NER problems to enhance the lexical knowl-
edge of the NER system.3. Methods
We created a pipeline system employing a statistical named
entity recognizer, BANNER [32], and adapted a recently developed
normalization method, DNorm [33], to perform the normalization.
We perform an analysis demonstrating that term variation is a pri-
mary concern in clinical narrative, and use this to motivate addi-
tional lexical features in BANNER. Since DNorm learns term
variants directly from training data that must be annotated for
both mention span and concepts, we employed the ShARe/CLEF
eHealth Task 1 corpus [3], which is annotated with disorder con-
cepts from SNOMED-CT [11], a large structured vocabulary of clin-
ical terms. We leveraged terms from the full UMLS Metathesaurus
[34] to prepare the lexicon. This section describes each step in
detail.3.1. ShARe/CLEF eHealth Task 1 Corpus
The ShARe/CLEF eHealth Task 1 Corpus (the ‘‘eHealth corpus’’)
consists of 299 clinical notes (199 for training, and 100 for test)
that were independently annotated by two professional trained
annotators, followed by an adjudication step, resulting in a high
inter-annotator agreement [3]. The organizers did not report har-
monizing the annotations across the corpus. Annotations in this
corpus represent disorders and are marked with the associated
textual span and concept identiﬁer from SNOMED-CT [11]. The
annotators deﬁned ‘disorder’ as ‘‘any span of text which can be
mapped to a concept in SNOMED-CT and which belongs to the
Disorder semantic group’’ [3], where the Disorder semantic group
was deﬁned to be all semantic types in the UMLS Disorders
Semantic Group except Findings, a total of 11 types (Congenital
Abnormality, Acquired Abnormality, Injury or Poisoning,
Pathologic Function, Disease or Syndrome, Mental or Behavioral
Dysfunction, Cell or Molecular Dysfunction, Experimental Model
of Disease, Signs and Symptoms, Anatomical Abnormality,
Neoplastic Process). The concept identiﬁer used is the unique iden-
tiﬁer used in the version of SNOMED-CT present in the UMLS
Metathesaurus: the CUI, or Concept Unique Identiﬁer. The training
set contains 5784 disorder annotations and the test set contains
5351 disorder annotations.
The corpus contains four types of clinical notes: discharge sum-
maries, electrocardiogram (ECG) reports, echocardiogram (echo)
reports, and radiology reports, as shown in Table 2. While the num-
ber of each type is relatively similar in the Training set, the Test set
is dominated by discharge summaries, which are signiﬁcantly
longer than the other types.
Example sentences from the corpus are shown in Table 3, illus-
trating some distinctive characteristics of this corpus. The ﬁrst
example illustrates a single span which exactly matches the name
of a SNOMED-CT concept, after case normalization. The term vari-
ation examples depict the case where the mention text refers to a
SNOMED-CT concept via a name different than the one present in
SNOMED-CT. Abbreviations, the next example, are an important
sub-type of term variation, and – like term variations in general
Table 2
Count and average size of each type of clinical note in the Corpus.
Note type Number in
training set
Number in test
set
Average size
(characters)
Discharge
summary
61 (30.7%) 76 (76.0%) 7349
ECG report 54 (27.1%) 0 (0.0%) 285
Echo report 42 (21.1%) 12 (12.0%) 2237
Radiology
report
42 (21.1%) 12 (12.0%) 1891
Table 3
Illustrative example of sentences and disorder annotations.
Example Sentence Annotation(s): CUI
(Preferred name)
Exact match No chest pain C0008031 (‘‘Chest Pain’’)
Term
variation
He should return to the ED
immediately if any rash occurs
C0015230 (‘‘Exanthema’’)
Partial term
variation
Chief Complaint: left-sided facial
droop
C0427055 (‘‘Facial
Paresis’’)
Abbreviation The patient was found to have
left lower extremity DVT
C0340708 (‘‘Deep vein
thrombosis of lower
limb’’)
Morphology Pertinent physical ﬁndings
reveal that her sclerae were
anicteric
CUI-less (‘‘not icteric’’)
CUI-less The patient was admitted with
low blood pressure
CUI-less (‘‘hypotension’’)
Disjoint
mention
A tumor was found in the left
ovary
C0919267 (‘‘ovarian
neoplasm’’)
Inference On admission, blood glucose was
705
hnonei
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tive. The morphology example shows that term variations may
consist of word variations rather than word substitutions. The next
example demonstrates a ‘‘CUI-less’’ mention: a span considered to
represent a disorder by the annotators, but which could not be
resolved to a suitable concept within the SNOMED-CT Disorder
group. Mentions annotated as ‘‘CUI-less’’ comprise 28.2% of all
annotations in this corpus – a frequency somewhat less than other
studies [35]. While these mentions cannot be normalized to a con-
cept, their mention text contains useful, meaningful information
that would be ignored if ‘‘CUI-less’’ mentions were disregarded.
The disjoint mention example shows that disorder annotations
may consist of spans which are not contiguous. Among the 11.1%
of the annotations which are disjoint, 93.2% have 2 spans and the
remainder have 3. The ﬁnal example shows that disorders refer-
enced indirectly are not annotated. A glucose reading of far over
180 strongly suggests diabetes, but this requires inference and is
therefore not annotated.3.2. Preliminary corpus analysis
We performed a comparative analysis of the NCBI Disease
Corpus against the eHealth corpus to guide our adaptation of
DNorm from the former to the latter. Because DNorm uses machine
learning methods, the performance depends on how well the pat-
terns learned from the training set generalize to the full domain. In
a concept identiﬁcation task such as disorder normalization, a pri-
mary concern is the size of the vocabulary of the domain: as the
richness of the vocabulary increases, small amounts of text – such
as the training data – become less representative of the full
domain, causing performance to decrease. We quantiﬁed the
notion of vocabulary richness using closure properties. A textual
domain is said to exhibit closure with respect to some linguistic
phenomenon if the total number of distinguishable elements of
that aspect – as observed in a representative text – trends toward
a ﬁnite number [36]. Closure properties can be analyzed visually by
plotting the number of unique elements against the total number
of elements over samples of increasing sizes. As this analysis
guides the work adapting DNorm to clinical text, we describe both
the analysis method and its results here.
Our ﬁrst comparison measures the richness of the overall
vocabulary by considering the closure of all tokens. We randomly
shufﬂed the sentences in the training sets of both the eHealth
and the NCBI Disease corpora. We then iterated through all sen-
tences, sampling the number of unique tokens seen at regular
intervals of the total number of tokens seen. We repeated this pro-
cedure 30 times, calculating the mean for each sample. The results
for both corpora are seen in Fig. 2. We see that the closure curves
are very similar between the two corpora, implying that – when all
tokens are considered – the richness of the vocabulary across the
two domains is similar. Thus the reduced performance in the clin-
ical domain cannot be explained by difference in the richness of
the overall vocabulary.We next compared the closure of mention texts and concepts.
We randomly shufﬂed the mentions in the training sets of both
the eHealth and the NCBI Disease corpora and iterated through
all mentions, sampling the number of unique mention texts and
unique concept identiﬁers seen at regular intervals of the total
number of mentions considered. We repeated this procedure 30
times, calculating the mean for each sample. The results are seen
in Fig. 3, which demonstrates a much wider variety of both men-
tion texts and concepts in clinical narrative compared to biomedi-
cal publications. Thus, while clinical narrative and biomedical
publications have similar variability when considering all tokens,
clinical narrative uses a richer vocabulary to describe disorders
than publications. This higher variability makes inference within
the domain more difﬁcult and explains the reduced performance
in clinical narrative text. Compensating for the increased variabil-
ity of text in the clinical narrative thus becomes the primary goal of
adapting DNorm to clinical narrative.3.3. Lexicon description
The lexicon is a pre-speciﬁed set of concepts, each with a
unique identiﬁer and one or more names. SNOMED-CT forms the
core of our lexicon, since all annotations in the eHealth corpus
are to SNOMED-CT concepts. Our initial lexicon was derived from
the 2012AB release of the UMLS Metathesaurus [34]. The concepts
included in the lexicon consisted of all those contained in the
SNOMED-CT source vocabulary and belonging to the same 11
semantic types as used in the corpus, that is, the Disorder semantic
group except for Findings. We increased the number of synony-
mous terms for each concept by including all English terms for
each included concept except those marked suppressed, regardless
of the source vocabulary for the term.
The initial lexicon derived from the UMLS Metathesaurus did
not handle ‘‘CUI-less’’ mentions, even though these constitute over
30% of the corpus. Manual analysis revealed that many of the
‘‘CUI-less’’ concepts corresponded to concepts within the semantic
type Findings. We determined, however, that simply including the
Findings semantic type within the lexicon would signiﬁcantly
reduce precision. Instead, we identiﬁed the ‘‘CUI-less’’ mentions
occurring ﬁve or more times in the Training set, and appended
those mentions to the lexicon as terms for the concept ‘‘CUI-less.’’
Further analysis of the Training set demonstrated that many
noun forms of a term were freely substituted with the correspond-
ing adjective form. While our system employed stemming, as
described in the next section, stemming does not handle
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Fig. 2. A comparison of lexical closure curves between clinical narrative (eHealth)
and biomedical publications (NCBI Disease) for the complete training corpora.
These curves show that the trend toward closure is similar, implying that a
difference in vocabulary richness is not the cause of the performance disparity.
32 R. Leaman et al. / Journal of Biomedical Informatics 57 (2015) 28–37derivational morphology, and we found anatomical terms to be a
particular concern. For example, the adjective form of ‘‘femur’’ is
‘‘femoral,’’ which is stemmed to ‘‘femor,’’ and different bases are
also occasionally used, such as ‘‘optic’’ used as the adjective form
of ‘‘eye.’’ We handled these by extracting a list of anatomic adjec-
tive/noun pairs from the UMLS (about 60), and adding synonyms to
the lexicon substituting the adjective form for every lexicon name
containing the noun form.
The Training set also contained several abbreviations that are
not found in the Metathesaurus. To address these, we used the
medical abbreviations from Taber’s Medical Dictionary [37]. We
ﬁltered the list to only include those entries where the expanded
form exactly matched one of the terms for an included concept,
which added 102 terms to the lexicon.
Finally, we noted that several abbreviation mentions in the
Training set were ambiguous, e.g., the mention ‘‘AR’’ matches
abbreviations listed in the UMLS for both ‘‘aortic regurgitation’’
(CUI C0003504) as well as ‘‘rheumatoid arthritis’’ (CUI
C0003873), and ‘‘CAD’’ matches abbreviations for both ‘‘coronary
heart disease’’ (CUI C0010068) as well as ‘‘coronary artery disease’’
(CUI C1956346). We ﬁltered abbreviations from the lexicon where
we could not match each letter in the abbreviation against the ﬁrst
letters of any of the other terms for the same concept. E.g. ‘‘AR’’
would match ‘‘aortic regurgitation’’ but not ‘‘rheumatoid arthritis.’’
Some abbreviations required additional disambiguation e.g., ‘‘MI’’
matches both ‘‘myocardial infarction’’ as well as ‘‘mitral incompe-
tence.’’ We resolved these cases by preferring the sense that
appears more frequently in the Training set.1572 
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span) and concepts (the annotated concept identiﬁer). Term variation is evident by
the stronger trend toward closure for the concepts than for mention texts. Both
mention texts and concepts show signiﬁcantly less trend toward closure in the
eHealth corpus, making disorder recognition more difﬁcult and thus explaining the
performance difference.3.4. System description
DNorm includes separate modules for mention-level NER using
BANNER [32], abbreviation resolution, and normalization using a
pairwise learning-to-rank algorithm. In this study, we adapt
DNorm to clinical notes by introducing additional NER features
and a post-processing module to handle the increased term varia-
tion. An overview of the overall approach is provided in Fig. 4, and
described in greater detail in the subsequent sections.
3.5. Preprocessing
While clinical narratives are structured, the structure varies
between different types of reports and different clinical groups,
with the structure variably applied even within these subsets
[38]. Because local context is more important than global context
for inferring whether a speciﬁed span refers to a disorder mention,
we segment each clinical narrative into individual sentences.
Sentence segmentation in clinical narrative is complicated by
two factors, however. First, it is not always clear what constitutes
a sentence in the clinical narrative (see, e.g., the ‘‘non-sentential
structure’’ examples in Table 1). Second, sentence punctuation is
used inconsistently, leading to some sentences lacking periods, or
lists which lack separating commas or newlines.
Our preprocessing module initially segments the text using the
implementation of sentence segmentation in the standard distri-
bution of Java1. We then reﬁne the segmentation with rules we
identiﬁed manually by iteratively applying our module to the
Training subset. These rules locate several additional sentence
breaks, such as multiple adjacent newlines, and also correct some
consistent errors, such as inserting a sentence break after ‘‘Dr.’’
3.6. Disorder mention recognition
We identiﬁed disorder mentions using the BANNER named
entity recognition system [32]. BANNER is a trainable NER system
which uses conditional random ﬁelds and a rich feature approach.
We used an extensive feature set similar to previous work in NER
for diseases [39], including the following:
 Individual tokens and lemmas: We included one binary feature
for each token and lemma observed in the training set.
 Part of speech: We included a binary feature for each part of
speech.
 Character n-grams: We included binary features for each char-
acter n-gram of length 2 and length 3 observed in the training
set.
 Word shapes: We transformed each token by replacing each
upper case letter with ‘A’, each lower case letter with ‘a’, each
digit with ‘0’, and all other characters with ‘_’. We included
one binary feature for each transformed token observed in the
training data. We also included a variant that replaces multiple
characters of the same type with a single character.
We set the CRF order – the number of previous labels to be used
to predict the next label – to 1. We initially set the labeling model
to IO, which labels each token as either part of a disorder mention
(‘‘I’’) or not (‘‘O’’). This conﬁguration does not effectively represent
disjoint mentions, however, since it only models whether or not a
token was a part of a mention. We therefore created a second
model that employs different labels for contiguous and disjoint
mentions (the CD label model). Examples of both the IO labels
and the CD labels are seen in Table 4. Spans tagged by the model1 https://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/text/BreakIterator.html.
Normalizaon 
with pairwise 
learning-to-rank
Post-
Processing
Output
BANNER
Named enty
recognizer
Input text
Pre-
Processing
Fig. 4. Diagram of system components and processing ﬂow.
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as part of a disjoint mention were joined into a single disjoint men-
tion. This signiﬁcantly reduced the confusion between contiguous
and disjoint mentions, and allowed either 0 or 1 disjoint mentions
to be accurately represented within each sentence. We note that
while neither the IO nor the CD labeling models are capable of dif-
ferentiating between adjacent mentions, these are relatively rare
(2.4% of mentions in the training data) and introducing an addi-
tional label to delineate the start of a mention (as in the IOB model)
increases the complexity of the patterns to be learned.
To improve the ability of the system to handle term variation,
we performed several additional improvements to the NER compo-
nent. First, we added the output of MetaMap [23,24] as an input
feature to the system (‘‘MetaMap feature’’). Given a textual pas-
sage, MetaMap identiﬁes the candidate UMLS concepts and their
corresponding mention spans. For this study, the source vocabu-
lary was limited to SNOMED-CT, and the semantic categories were
restricted to the 11 disorder semantic types as previously speciﬁed.
The provided clinical report is split into chunks, and each chunk is
fed into the MetaMap API to obtain the candidate mentions.
Mentions which overlap are resolved to the longest span, e.g.,
‘‘breast cancer’’ is preferred to ‘‘cancer.’’ The module also ﬁlters
some generic mentions, e.g., ‘‘allergies,’’ ‘‘condition,’’ ‘‘disease,’’
‘‘ﬁnding,’’ etc.
Next, we improved the dictionary feature used by BANNER
(‘‘improved dictionary features’’) by adding the semantic type
‘‘Findings’’ and the other semantic types from the Disorder sub-
group not already included. We also added a second dictionary fea-
ture to locate anatomical mentions using the UMLS semantic type
‘‘Body Part, Organ or Organ Component.’’ These are useful since
many disorder mentions include the part of the anatomy affected.3.7. Normalization with DNorm
DNorm is a technique for learning the best mapping of a given
mention to a name within a controlled vocabulary such as
SNOMED-CT [20]. It converts both the mentions and the names
from the controlled vocabulary to TF-IDF vectors [40] and then
uses a regression model learned directly from the training data
to score each name in the controlled vocabulary against the men-
tion, and returns the top ranked name. We provide an overview of
the method and describe the differences from previous
implementations.
Both mentions and names to vectors are converted to lower
case, each token is stemmed, stop words are removed, and the
remaining tokens are converted to TF-IDF vectors [40]. The TF of
each element in the vector is calculated as the number of times
the corresponding token appears in the mention or name. The
IDF for each element in the vector is calculated from lexicon as:
IDF
¼ log countðnumber of names in lexiconÞ
countðnumber of names in lexicon containing the tokenÞþ1
All vectors are normalized to unit length. We calculate the score
between mention vector m and name vector n using a weight
matrix, W whose elements Wij encode the correlation betweentokenmi appearing in a mention and token nj appearing in the con-
cept name:
scoreðm;nÞ ¼ mTWn ¼
X
i;j
miWijnj
Under this framework, normalizing a given mention consists of
ﬁnding the highest-ranking name and then returning its associated
concept.
The matrix W is initialized to the identity matrix, I making the
scoring function initially equivalent to cosine similarity [40]. W is
then iteratively optimized via stochastic gradient descent [41].
Speciﬁcally, we iterate through each mention m from the training
data, with its associated correct name, nþ and also iterate through
each incorrect name n. If the score form;nþ is not greater than the
score for m;nþby at least a constant margin (r) then the weight
matrixW is adjusted by slightly increasing the correlation between
m and nþ and slightly decreasing the correlation between m
and n. That is, if, mTWnþ mTWn < r then W  Wþ
k mðnþÞT mðnÞT
 
. We empirically determined that k ¼ 103
provided the best performance.
In our previous work using DNorm in biomedical publications,
where we employed the MEDIC vocabulary [42], we found that a
margin of 1 (r ¼ 1) provided better performance than a margin of
0 (r ¼ 0) [20]. With the SNOMED-CT vocabulary, as used in this
work, we found instead that a non-zero margin caused perfor-
mance to drop signiﬁcantly. We traced this issue to the
SNOMED-CT vocabulary, which contains signiﬁcantly more unique
tokens than the MEDIC vocabulary but whose terms are also highly
compositional, causing much of the vocabulary to be reused fre-
quently [11]. The result of this compositionality is that using a
margin of 1 with training mentions such as ‘‘fracture’’ causes the
model to learn spurious negative correlations between ‘‘fracture’’
and the other tokens it appears with in the lexicon, such ‘‘femur.’’
This, in turn, causes mentions employing these terms, such as ‘‘fe-
mur fracture,’’ to be normalized incorrectly. Reducing the margin
to r ¼ 0 resolves these spurious negative correlations.
3.8. Post-processing
We implemented some rule-based post-processing to correctly
handle several consistent patterns. For example, ‘‘w/r/r,’’ is an
abbreviation for ‘‘wheezing’’ (CUI C0043144), ‘‘rales’’ (CUI
C0034642), and ‘‘ronchi’’ (CUI C0035508). We also included rules
to handle common disjoint mentions, such as the physical exam
ﬁnding ‘‘tender abdomen,’’ and to ﬁlter some anatomical terms
(e.g. ‘‘lung’’) which are false positives when they constitute the
complete mention.4. Results
Empirical feedback during system development was provided
by reserving approximately 20% of the eHealth Training set for
assessing improvements. Once development was complete, both
the NER and the normalization models were retrained on the full
Training set and evaluation was performed on the Test set, which
was previously unseen.
We report the results of our experiments using multiple evalu-
ation measures, all at the mention level, which evaluate the ability
of the system to identify the correct disorder span and also the cor-
rect concept identiﬁer. These consist of strict and relaxed versions
of span-only precision, recall and F-score to evaluate NER, and
strict and relaxed versions of span + concept precision, recall and
F-score for evaluating normalization. Precision (p), recall (r), and
F-score (f ) are deﬁned as follows:
Table 4
Examples of IO and CD labels in a sentence with one contiguous mention (‘‘hiatal hernia’’) and one disjoint mention (‘‘laceration | esophagus’’). Unlike the IO labeling, the CD
labeling differentiates between contiguous mentions and spans that are part of a disjoint mention, allowing the latter to be handled separately.
Text EGD Showed Hiatal Hernia And Laceration In Distal Esophagus
IO labels O O I I O I O O I
CD labels O O C C O D O O D
Table 5
Table of results on the eHealth Test set. The highest value for each measure is shown in bold. The improvement between the base version (ﬁrst row) and ﬁnal version (last row)
are statistically signiﬁcant for all measures (p < 0.01; bootstrap resampling [43]).
Span-only Span + concept
Version Strict precision/recall/
F-score
Relaxed precision/
recall/F-score
Strict precision/recall/
F-score
Relaxed precision/
recall/F-score
Base version 0.773/0.664/0.714 0.917/0.795/0.852 0.688/0.591/0.636 0.745/0.641/0.689
Base version + improved dictionary features 0.788/0.675/0.723 0.917/0.801/0.855 0.693/0.602/0.644 0.746/0.649/0.694
Base version + improved dictionary features and MetaMap
feature
0.794/0.700/0.744 0.922/0.819/0.867 0.708/0.624/0.663 0.757/0.668/0.710
Base version + improved dictionary features, MetaMap feature
and post-processing
0.797/0.713/0.753 0.923/0.831/0.875 0.712/0.637/0.672 0.760/0.681/0.719
Table 6
Results comparison for highest-performing version of system, using n-best decoding in the conditional random ﬁeld NER model. The highest value for each measure is shown in
bold. This increases recall at the expense of precision.
Span-only Span + concept
Version Strict precision/recall/F-score Relaxed precision/recall/F-score Strict precision/recall/F-score Relaxed precision/recall/F-score
Best version 0.797/0.713/0.753 0.923/0.831/0.875 0.712/0.637/0.672 0.760/0.681/0.719
N-best, n = 5 0.698/0.759/0.728 0.883/0.872/0.868 0.619/0.673/0.645 0.678/0.716/0.696
N-best, n = 50 0.091/0.889/0.165 0.118/0.974/0.138 0.073/0.744/0.138 0.088/0.805/0.159
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tpþ fp r ¼
tp
tpþ fn f ¼
2pr
pþ r
where tp is deﬁned as the number of spans that the system returns
correctly; for the strict measure, all spans must match on both
sides, the overlapping measure only requires the spans to share at
least one token. For the span + concept measures, tp requires the
correct concept identiﬁer, in addition to either a strict or relaxed
span match. All measures are micro-averaged. ‘‘CUI-less’’ mentions
are evaluated as if ‘‘CUI-less’’ were their concept identiﬁer (the sys-
tem must return ‘‘CUI-less’’ or the concept will be marked
incorrect).
Note that our deﬁnition of strict and relaxed span-only preci-
sion, recall and F-score are equivalent to the measures used in
the ShARe/CLEF eHealth shared task, making these measurements
directly comparable to those reported by the NER task (Task 1a)
[3]. Moreover, the primary evaluation measurement of the normal-
ization task (Task 1b), which the organizers called ‘‘strict accu-
racy,’’ is equivalent to our deﬁnition of strict span + concept
recall, again allowing comparison between our results and those
reported by the task.
The results of each evaluation measure are reported in Table 5
for the base version and each experimental condition. The base
version is comparable to the version submitted to the eHealth task,
but has slightly higher performance due to an update in the version
of the UMLS used for the dictionary features. As the table shows,
we have signiﬁcantly improved results for both NER and normal-
ization compared to the base version of the system: NER from a
strict f-measure of 0.714 to 0.753 and normalization from a strict
f-measure of 0.636 to 0.672. These improvements are statistically
signiﬁcant (p < 0.01; bootstrap resampling [41]). Furthermore,
our ﬁnal version (last row in Table 5) now has slightly higher per-
formance than the highest NER strict F-score reported in the
eHealth task (0.750). In addition, while our system previouslyhad the highest normalization performance (as measured by strict
recall) of the participants in the eHealth task, we have improved
this measure by an additional 0.046.
Our system is able to provide signiﬁcantly higher recall, at the
expense of precision, through n-best decoding in the conditional
random ﬁeld model [42]. While conditional random ﬁeld models
are typically used to return the single highest scoring sequence
of tags, in n-best decoding the n highest scoring sequences of tags
are provided, typically resulting in several variations on the tag-
ging sequence, increasing the probability that one is correct. The
results of using n = 5 and also n = 50 are reported in Table 6 where
we achieve a maximum strict span-only recall of 0.889, and a max-
imum strict span + concept recall of 0.744.5. Discussion
Our approach is based on classiﬁcation of the text using
machine learning and local context. Several characteristics of the
corpus contributed to our results. First, the annotators were
instructed to annotate all disorders mentioned, even if not a cur-
rent concern or not experienced by the patient, and also only anno-
tate disorders that are referenced textually, rather than disorders
requiring some inference. In addition, the annotators were
requested to annotate spans that were an exact match for the con-
cept being annotated. In particular, anaphoric references are not
annotated and negation is ignored except for the uncommon case
of a disorder described as the negation of a normal state, such as
‘‘not ambulated.’’ Since these characteristics all favor a local infer-
ence approach it is notable, therefore, that the results for both NER
and for normalization remain lower than is typically reported for
diseases in published abstracts, where reported performance
ranges from 0.78 to 0.84 f-measure [20,29,30].
NER false 
posives, 16.0%
NER false 
negaves, 39.2%
NER boundary 
error, 27.6%
17.2%
Error Analysis
Normalizaon, 
Fig. 5. Summary of the error analysis, illustrating that named entity recognition
(NER) errors outnumber normalization errors by more than 4-to-1.
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We manually analyzed the errors made by DNorm on the Test
set, and report the results in this section. In this analysis an error
could be either a false positive or a false negative. Normalization
errors – a correct span but incorrect concept identiﬁer – only con-
stituted 17.2% of the errors. The remaining errors, 82.8%, are due to
the NER (one or more incorrect spans). NER errors are therefore 4.8
times more frequent than normalization errors, underscoring the
difﬁculty of NER for this task compared to normalization. This con-
trasts with published abstracts, where the NER errors were only 1.3
times more frequent than normalization errors [20]. This is partic-
ularly notable in light of the fact that the normalization task is sig-
niﬁcantly more difﬁcult in clinical narrative since the vocabulary is
larger and the MEDIC lexicon used for publications combines many
near-synonym disease concepts into a single concept [42].
Analysis of the normalization errors revealed that most were
between related concepts. These may be less speciﬁc than the
annotated concept – such as returning C0023890 (‘‘Liver cirrhosis’’)
for the mention ‘‘hepatitis-c cirrhosis,’’ instead of ‘‘CUI-less’’ – or
may be more speciﬁc, such as returning C0013384 (‘‘Dyskinetic
syndrome’’) for the mention ‘‘abnormal movements,’’ instead of
C0392702 (‘‘Abnormal involuntary movements’’). We also found
some annotations that appeared to be context-sensitive. For exam-
ple, the mention ‘‘collapse’’ is annotated as ‘‘atelectasis’’ (CUI
C0004144) when it refers to a collapsed lung but to ‘‘CUI-less’’
when it refers to other parts of the anatomy.
Due to the high frequency of NER errors (incorrect spans), we
distinguished these into three further categories, which we
describe here and then analyze below. Boundary errors, where the
span(s) returned overlapped the correct span(s) without matching
exactly, constitutes 27.6% of all errors. We also found 39.3% of all
errors to be caused by false negatives: there was an annotated men-
tion that was not matched (or overlapped) by any mention found.
Finally, 16.0% of the total errors were due to false positives: the NER
model returned a mention which did not overlap any annotated
span.
Boundary errors frequently involved including too much detail
(‘‘apneic episodes’’ rather than just ‘‘apneic’’) or too little (‘‘chest
pain’’ instead of ‘‘chest pain with exertion’’). Errors involving dis-
joint mentions often fall into this category. Another frequent
example is a list of medical conditions entered into the clinical
note without delimiters, such as ‘‘Aspiration pneumonia Down’s
syndrome Alzheimer’s dementia.’’ In 35.9% of the cases of bound-
ary errors, the concept identiﬁer assigned by DNorm was the same
as the concept identiﬁer annotated, suggesting that the evaluation
is overly pessimistic in cases where usable normalization does not
require the exact spans.
False negatives were frequently ‘‘CUI-less’’ mentions (57.6%).
Also common were abbreviations (e.g. ‘‘DM2,’’ ‘‘OCR’’), ad-hoc
abbreviations (‘‘extrem warm’’), descriptive phrases (‘‘food got
stuck’’), relatively generic problem adjectives (‘‘narrowing,’’ ‘‘un-
steady’’) and nouns which do not clearly indicate a disorder out
of context (‘‘temperature,’’ ‘‘speech’’).
False positiveswere frequently caused by confusion with entities
of other types. A common example is treatments (‘‘inﬂammatory
medications,’’ ‘‘mitral valve repair’’), which not only share vocabu-
lary with disorders but can also be disorders themselves if abused
(‘‘opiates’’). Other examples include mentions of disease-causing
organisms (‘‘Klebsiella pneumoniae’’), bodily functions (‘‘asleep’’),
and anatomical mentions (‘‘umbilicus’’).
Based on this initial analysis, summarized in Fig. 5, we per-
formed a second analysis to determine the overall frequency of
several speciﬁc errors. These errors involved ‘‘CUI-less’’ mentions,
disjoint mentions, abbreviations/acronyms, and misspellings.First, we determined that either the annotated concept or the
concept returned by DNorm was ‘‘CUI-less’’ for 50.2% of the errors.
Contrasting this frequency with the frequency of ‘‘CUI-less’’ men-
tions in the corpus (28.2%) suggests that ‘‘CUI-less’’ mentions are
more difﬁcult to recognize, and this is a major source of error.
Manual analysis of these mentions indicates that these are primar-
ily caused by two phenomena: ﬁndings and hyponyms. Many men-
tions considered disorders by the annotators, such as ‘‘low blood
pressure,’’ are listed in SNOMED-CT under the semantic type
Finding (in this case, CUI C0020649, Hypotension). Since Findings
fall outside the scope of the deﬁned vocabulary, these were listed
as ‘‘CUI-less.’’ Other ‘‘CUI-less’’ annotations, such as ‘‘hepatitis-c
cirrhosis’’ are specializations of existing SNOMED-CT concepts,
and therefore are annotated as ‘‘CUI-less.’’
Second, we considered whether either the annotated span or
the span found was disjoint. For example, the phrase ‘‘hemorrhagic
contusion in the left frontal lobe’’ was annotated as ‘‘hemorrhagic
contusion,’’ but the system returned the disjoint span ‘‘hemor-
rhagic contusion | left frontal lobe.’’ We found that disjoint spans
were involved in 11.5% of the errors. While it seems reasonable
that disjoint mentions would be more difﬁcult to locate than con-
tiguous mentions, comparing the similarity of their frequency in
the set of errors to their frequency in the overall corpus (11.1%)
suggests that our method of handling disjoint mentions was nearly
sufﬁcient to remove them as a performance bottleneck. In addition,
we did see some evidence of the annotators using disjoint men-
tions to ensure that all tokens in the span annotated would match
a token in the name for the annotated concept. For example, the
phrase ‘‘mitral leaﬂets are mildly thickened’’ was annotated as
‘‘mitral leaﬂets | thickened.’’ This partially explains the relative
complexity of the NER task compared to the normalization task.
Third, we considered whether either the annotated span or the
span found involved abbreviations (e.g. ‘‘tachy’’) or acronyms (e.g.
‘‘RA’’). We found that these were involved in 21.7% of the errors,
including both NER errors – from the difﬁculty in recognizing that
the span represents a disease name – and normalization errors –
from the difﬁculty in determining the correct concept. Acronyms
and abbreviations therefore are a major source of error.
Fourth, we considered whether either the annotated span or the
span found included a misspelling. Our analysis determined that
misspellings typically caused false negatives in the normalization.
For example, the misspelled disorder mention ‘‘pharyungitis’’ (for
‘‘pharyngitis’’) retains sufﬁcient hints – particularly the sufﬁx
‘‘-itis’’ – that the NER model successfully infers that the token rep-
resents a disorder mention. The normalization model, on the other
hand, only considers full tokens, and since the token is not present
in the lexicon, normalization fails. While this is a limitation of our
method, we found that misspelled words were only present in 1.9%
of the errors. We therefore conclude that while misspellings are
not a primary source of error in this corpus, addressing
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the method.6. Conclusion
In this work, we successfully adapted DNorm to locate and
identify disorder mentions in clinical notes. Our comparative anal-
ysis of language use in clinical narrative and biomedical publica-
tions shows that there is no difference in the number of different
words used in general between the two genres, though this result
should be replicated with larger corpora. However our results
show that clinical narrative text references a wider variety of dis-
orders than biomedical publications and uses a larger number of
phrases (mentions) to refer to them. This analysis provides an
explanation for the performance differences between the two
domains and motivated our inclusion of new lexical features in
the NER and additional post-processing. DNorm uses a pipeline
approach, chaining a trainable NER tool (BANNER) with a novel
normalization methodology which learns term variations directly
from the training data by applying a learning algorithm based on
pairwise learning-to-rank. We demonstrated improved perfor-
mance on both named entity recognition and normalization on
the ShARe/CLEF eHealth corpus by improving both NER features
and post-processing. Our analysis of the errors demonstrates that
NER errors outnumber normalization errors by more than 4-to-1.
This indicates that the NER task is more difﬁcult than the normal-
ization task, and suggests that future efforts be concentrated on
NER. The error analysis shows that the primary sources of error
are mentions that the annotators considered disorders but could
not identify within the deﬁned scope of the controlled vocabulary
(the ‘‘CUI-less’’ mentions) and acronyms/abbreviations. We believe
it may be possible to handle the ‘‘CUI-less’’ mentions by reclassify-
ing out-of-scope UMLS concepts [44] and acronyms/abbreviations
using graph-based disambiguation [45]. The error analysis also
demonstrated that that misspellings are not a signiﬁcant source
of error. We believe that this method is widely applicable, and have
now demonstrated its applicability in settings involving both clin-
ical notes with mention-level normalization and published litera-
ture with document-level normalization [20].
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